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Abstract. In this article we prove existance of a large symmetry group

on non-linear sigma models and P-branes. This is quite unheard of and im-

plies new possibilities for computation of P-brane amplitudes, and generalises

behaviour on world sheets in string theory.

1. An Elementary Calculation

We are working with a non-linear sigma model or P-brane and have the

definition

HXm = �(p+1)Xm =
1√
G

∂μ(Gμν
√

G∂ν)X
m

on our P-branes and non-linear sigma models. μ, ν are indices who live on our

brane. m is a index on the target space. So Xm lives on the target space and

Xμ lives on the P-brane.

Definition 1.1. We call a P-brane a E-Brane if it is Einstein with fixed and

well-defined stress energy T (For example T must be a cocycle and differentiable

on a smooth enough manifold.).The following condition must hold;

∇∗(Ricμν − 1

2
gμνR)dxμ ⊗ dxν = 0
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Which basically demands that the Einstein tensor is a cocycle modulo a affine

deformation term in the connection, so we have a statement of cohomology. ∇∗

is the covariant divergence. Note that albeit this is true on general position in

differential geometry from a contracted Bianchi identity, there may be obstruc-

tions making the above expression ill-defined. E-brane dynamics are invariant

under the diffeomorphism group, so have a diffeomorphism symmetry then.

Definition 1.2. A brane is Newtonian with respect to Gμν and Xm if

HXm = �(p+1)Xm = 0

for some reference metric Gμν and Xm a field with values in the target space.

Remark 1.1. We will show that the E-brane Hamiltonian H is invariant un-

der the diffeomorphism group.

We state the following; If Xm is Newtonian on the P-brane and Gμν is

Einstein on our P-brane, then, to first order pertubation δGμν in the metric,

the equation

�(p+1)Xm =
1√
G

∂μ(Gμν
√

G∂ν)X
m = 0

is satisfied. Expand the above equation times
√|G| in a perturbation of the

p-brane metric(Gμν) δGμν. Then you get;

√|G0|�(p+1)
0 Xm + δ

√|G|�(p+1)Xm =√|G0|�(p+1)
0 Xm + ∂μ(

√|G0|)(δGμν − Gμν
0

1
2
Tr([G0][δG

μν ]))∂νX
m + · · ·

Now, we wish to express δGμν in terms of geometric invariants. Some

thought tells us that that the only way to do this is by setting δGμν = εRicμν ,

where ε is a small constant(actually a small nice scalar function would be

better). Then we obtain

=
√|G0|�(p+1)

0 Xm + ∂μ(
√|G0|)(δGμν − Gμν

0
1
2
Tr([G0][δG

μν ]))∂νX
m + · · · =√|G0|�(p+1)

0 Xm + ∂μ(
√|G0|)(Ricμν − Ricci

2
G

μν)
0 )∂νX

mε + · · · =√|G0|�(p+1)
0 Xm +

√|G0|∇μ(8πT μν)∂νX
mε + · · ·

Where the second term should be interpreted as the covariant divergence,

and T is some fixed stress-energy T , which of course is conserved at the quan-

tum level if there is no anomaly.1 So, by this, we see that if we set Xm is

p+1-harmonic and G is Einstein, that is, if the Einstein field equation is satis-

fied, then the two leading terms vanish. That is, we have to look at terms O(ε2)
1Note that this means that charges are topological obstructions generated from the Ein-

stein tensor, so the geometry gives charges.
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to gain further information. Say that we have a diffeomorphism of the brane,

then the induced infitisimal change of the metric has exactly this form with

the Ricci tensor(Use appropriate coordinates). What physical interpretation of

this we should do is something for us to to discuss. I think that it means that

if the brane is Einstein then any diffeomorphism would preserve this equation.

It also means that if the brane is Newton and Einstein any perturbation is

also Newton and Einstein. Finally, we see that the brane has to be Einstein

to make sense in this coordinate invariant manner. So symmetry (under the

diffeomorphism group ) implies that the brane is not only Newtonian but also

Einstein.

We now wish to prove that the formula

δGμν = RicμνΔt

holds for small Δt. We first do it by using the rigorous mathematical theory

of path integrals. Use the Stratonovich random flow

dXρ = μρ(Xt, t)dt + σ(Xt, t)
ρ
aodBa

with (σσt)μν = Gμν , so σ doubles as both the diffusion coefficient and the

vielbein on the p-brane. See the reference Oksendal[1] for the simplest and

some of the most useful facts concerning stochastic differential equations, such

uniqueness, existance, probabilistic and physical interpretation, path integrals,

etc.

Then notice that the linear term of a perurbation of the metric is given by

Rλμνκ =
1

2
(∂κμgλν − ∂κλgμν − ∂νμgλκ + ∂νλgνλ)

Contracting with the pulled back metric, using that the linear perturbation

of the Riemannian metric has the same leading terms as the second derivative

of the metric, we get

δGμν = Rμσρν∂Xσ∂Xρ

from stochastic calculus on manifolds, this implies

δGμν = RicμνΔt

With this proved we now prove it with String Theory. Look at the defor-

mation of the Lagrangean(NOT the Weyl or biholomorphic deformation for

strings, we are working with E-branes of dimension D ≥ 3, see the definition

below. ) with respect to the flow as follows;
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<

∫
Σ

∂μXm
0 ∂νX

n
0 (Gmnδg

μν + · · · ) >

or,

<

∫
Σ

∂μXm
0 ∂νXn

0 (Gmnβ
G
μν + · · · ) >

You will need to solve a Monge-Ampere equation or some other device to

make the volume density irrelevant. Of course this is true locally also, or

by varying with respect to det g1/2gμν, gμν = Gμν or picking a good gauge

slice, or using a normalized metric expressed in terms of vielbeins, so locally

Gμν = gμν = ea
μe

b
νδab since then the volume term of the brane is det(g)1/2 = 1;

δGμν = ∂σGμν∂Xσ + Rμσρν∂Xσ∂Xρ + · · ·
Use a correlator with a background field gauge. Then the classical pertur-

bation is

βG
μν =< δGμν >=< ∂σGμν∂Xσ + Rμρσν∂Xσ∂Xρ + · · · >

Since we are working with this gauge, we see with explicit factors α′;

βG
μν =< δGμν >= eΔt 1

2
Gσρ∂σ∂ρ(

√
α′∂σGμνΔXσ + α′RμσρνΔXρΔXσ + · · · )

= α′RμσρνG
σρΔt + O(Δt3/2) = α′RicμνΔt + O(Δt3/2)

Please take care to note the similar derivation in string theory, e.g page 909,

Witten, Khazdan, et al[2]. This derivation is valid under either of the following

three assumptions;

• Assume a local SO(D) symmetry or vanishing drift term in the random

flow on the P-brane and that the random field or process X is measurable

with respect to the filtration in the triple (dμ,F ,Ft), dμ the Kolmogorov

measure, F a σ-algebra of paths, and Ft a time increasing filtration of

the paths in this σ-algebra.

• Or assume local SO(D) or SO(N, M) symmetry on the P-brane and the

brane dyamics to be (p + 1)-harmonic and X be a Stratonovich flow( i.e

coordinate invariant).

• Or assume the Wick formula above to hold(it has latent properties which

we use).

Note that the above amounts to a βμν-function derivation on the P-brane.

See the references [2] or [3]. Also my Δt has gone through a rescaling. The

first assumption is a special case of a flow on a Banach manifold. Stochastic
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calculus on infinite dimensioal manifolds is usually governed by SPDE’s, i.e

stochastic partial differential equations.

This is in the scenario where the probability distribution P (x, t) satisfies the

equation

(
�
2
− ∂t)P (Xμ, t) = 0

Which becomes, for stable branes at infinity the equation

�(p+1)P (Xμ) = 0

You may set, by fiat, the vector valued equation

�(p+1)Xm = 0

or associated parabolic equation

(
�(p+1)

2
− ∂t)X

m = 0

which is useful in practical calculations, for example yielding a Hankel

Greens function for elliptic problems derived from parabolic settings. The ex-

istance of a deformation(Wick rotation) from Lorentz signature to Euclidean

signature is not something that will go into. This is, of course, a heat and

diffusion equation.

The interpretation of these P-brane equations are probablisitic, like most

things in string theory. Notice that these diffusions generate full densities(This

is always so in string theory more or less by definition), as opposed to gauge

theory or quantum mechanics. This is in a elliptic or parabolic setting. For

the d’Alembertian the interpretation is a wave equation with all that it means.

Since this detail is proved, we wish to state the following;

δGμν = −2α′Ricμνdt

is what is called a Ricci flow, with ε = −2α′dt = α′Δt. These have been

most notably used in differential geometry, such as in the proof of the Poincare

conjecture on S3. This equation was derived from the heat equation on man-

ifolds, see Hamilton[1]. Our derivations above are our own. The following

theorem is true( Others have shown this, not us.);

Theorem 1.1. Assume that a manifold is compact and Einstein. Then the

(normalized) Ricci flow is invariant.
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Assumption 1.1. We assume the brane to follow the derived βG
μν dynamics

above from heat equation arguments for random flows. So δGμν = Ricμνα
′Δt.

Here are some theorems that we deduce;

Theorem 1.2. Assume that we have a non-linear sigma model for fields Xm :

Σ �→ M , M a target space, Σ a P-brane. Assume that Σ is vacuum Einstein

and Newtonian, for example in the 4-harmonic case, that is; �Xm = 0 for a

reference metric Gμν. Then, under the Ricci flow, the random field X ′ obtained

by a small random continous flow and map acting on the field X preserves these

two equations( Please note we only deform the differential operator, so we are

looking for symmetries of the Hamiltonian, in our case �, and the Einstein

field equation.), so

�′Xm = 0,

Ric′μν − 1
2
G′

μνRicci′ = 8πT ′
μν

The reader may well wonder what this implies or means. Preservation of

the upper equation means we have a larger symmetry group then we thought

as long as our P-branes are Einstein to begin with.

Theorem 1.3. The P-brane Hamiltonian

H = �(p+1) =
1√
G

∂μ(Gμν
√

G∂ν)

is symmetric under the diffeomorphism group if the brane is Einstein. Actually

for E-branes the kernal of this operator is invariant for diffeomorphisms. Here

we also assume that the metric dynamics follows a Ricci-flow, something that

is evident from the β-function.

Remark 1.2. Thus we have that E-branes have the diffeomorphism group as

a symmetry group given this Hamiltonian. Please notice that this is not trivial

since we not only have the Einstein field equation but also a P-brane equation

HXm = 0

Theorem 1.4. Assume our brane is compact. Then it is Einstein if and only

if it’s dynamics follow a Ricci flow. Actually the expected change of the metric

under continous random flows is a Ricci flow.

Remark 1.3. There is another matter; Self-consistency. We can interpret

this invariance of the Hamiltonian above as a matter of self-consistency for

branes that forces us to work with E-branes.
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2. Conclusions

The above seems quite simple, yet the result is powerful. It means that as

soon as a brane is Einstein(an E-brane) it will be invariant under the diffeomor-

phism group, that is, the Hamiltonian is invariant under the diffeomorphism

group. We worked in a Euclidean embedding space to prove this. This simpli-

fies the calculus involved on P-branes and makes it reminicent to calculus on

Riemann surfaces. We also obtained a formula for P-brane dynamics wich is

a Ricci flow up to the leading term.
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